FINAL – For Public Hearing
South Frederica Area
Master Plan

Overview______________________________________________________________________________
Throughout the development of the 2018 Comprehensive Plan, public outreach clearly revealed
economic development and job creation as top priorities.

What is the biggest issue facing Kent County?
21.91%

8.87%

Traffic Congestion

6.26%

Agricultural Preservation

8.17%

Environmental Protection / Preservation of Open Space
16.52%

38.26%

Creation of Local Jobs
Reduction of Sprawl Type Development / Growth Mgmt
Revitalization of Existing Communities
Source: Survey 2

Consequently, the 2018 Comprehensive Plan identifies areas well positioned for nonresidential
development based on geographic location and existing infrastructure. South Frederica near the DE Turf
sports complex is identified for future commercial and employment uses, and development of a master
plan for the area followed adoption of the Comprehensive Plan.
Formulation of the master plan began with a public outreach effort in October 2018 followed by the
appointment of a working group encompassing area property owners, representatives of the
development community, and state agency representatives. The County hosted a second series of public
outreach sessions in September 2019 to review progress and invite feedback. State agencies formally
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reviewed a final draft of the plan as part of the Preliminary Land Use Service (PLUS) in November 2019.
The plan was revised in June 2020 to address the PLUS Comments.

Vision__________________________________________________________________________________
The South Frederica area is envisioned as a vibrant hub and sports tourism destination encompassing
the quaint and charming town of Frederica, Delaware. The area offers excellent accessibility and a
transportation network serving an abundance of businesses, support services, professional offices,
dining experiences, and recreational opportunities for the benefit of visitors and residents.
The working group established eight goals for the South Frederica area:









Attract Businesses and Activities Providing Ancillary Support to DE Turf Sports Complex including
Recreation, Restaurants, Specialty Shopping, and Entertainment
Job Creation
Leverage Utility and Transportation Infrastructure Investments to Attract New Businesses
Professional Offices – Medical, Professional Business Services, Etc.
Sustainable Design - High Efficiency & Renewable Energy/Multi-Modal Transportation
Environmentally Sensitive Site Design incorporating Open Spaces
Protect Kent County Regional Resource Recovery Facility from Incomparable Uses and Reserve
Ample Space for Expansion (i.e. Plant Expansion, Spray Irrigation, Bio-Solids Application)
Expedited (30 Day) Plan Review and Permitting Processes within the Planning Area

Land Use______________________________________________________________________________
A mix of six land use categories is contemplated in the South Frederica area as reflected on the South
Frederica Area Master Plan Map.
1. Professional Campus
This district is established to encourage, promote and protect professional office development,
and encourage the establishment and grouping of office complexes for safer access and greater
convenience. The uses are contemplated to be service based and forward facing such as banks,
health centers and clinics, medical/dental laboratories, offices, businesses (professional or
governmental), and office complex parks.
2. Support Services/Commercial
This district allows areas for indoor retail and service uses that complement existing
development, in particular the existing sports complex, and accommodates well-designed
development sites that provide excellent transportation access making the most efficient use of
existing infrastructure.
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3. Natural Areas/Recreation
This district provides for areas that promote preservation and management of natural and
recreational open space, and responsible development of active communities that promote
healthy and active lifestyles.
4. Commercial Recreation
This district contemplates major commercial recreational and leisure activities, such as
recreational sports fields, amusement or theme parks, arenas, amphitheaters, golf courses, and
ancillary commercial services for patrons of such activities.

5. Sports Complex/Future Sports Complex
This district reflects the current location of the DE Turf sports complex as well as an area
designated for potential future expansion.
6. Wastewater Treatment
This district reflects the location of the County’s wastewater treatment facility as well as areas
identified for potential future expansion.
7. Town Area
The Master Plan identifies an area west of State Route 1 and immediately south of the Town of
Frederica consisting of approximately 335 Acres +/- that could possibly be annexed into the
town of Frederica in the future should the town desire to do so. This area, delineated by a
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green-blue boundary on the Master Plan, adjoins lands that the Town of Frederica has identified
as possible Town Expansion Areas on its Annexation Plan Element of the Frederica 2018
Comprehensive Plan Update (both “Annexation Area” and “Area of Concern”).
Although the Town of Frederica may not have immediate plans for annexation, the Master Plan
acknowledges the potential for annexation of this area as the vision for the South Frederica Area
begins to be realized. By identifying this as “Town Area”, the Master Plan is acknowledging that
annexation for the purposes expressed in the Master Plan may be of mutual benefit to the Town
of Frederica and the surrounding community.
Early in the Master Planning Process, the Town of Frederica and Kent County Levy Court signed a
Memorandum of Agreement along with various agencies of the State of Delaware that
established a cooperative and coordinated process. Officials from the Town of Frederica were
integral partners and served as active and engaged participants in the development of the
Vision, Goals and Land Use Plan reflected in the South Frederica Master Plan.

Development Considerations______________________________________________________
Chapter 9, Community Design, of the Comprehensive Plan calls for development to be guided by site
constraints and respect for the local character. These design concepts include:








Protect rural character;
Encourage mixed use development;
Protect environmental features;
Achieve improved public health outcomes;
Protect historic places;
Respect local character in new construction; and
Preserve a sense of place.

While these are general design concepts they are not intended to limit or stifle design creativity in the
achievement of unique, high quality buildings and landscapes that promote community character,
economic development, and sense of place.
The wetlands within the Natural Areas must be protected in accordance with the County’s current
standard, and preservation of the old growth woodlands should be a priority.
Regarding the protection of historic places, it is relevant to acknowledge the historic resources
throughout the area – both architectural and archeological – that warrant documentation. At a
minimum, a Phase I Study should be completed for all archaeological sites, and any architecturally
significant sites should be documented prior to development.
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The Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDOT) was integral in developing the transportation
element for the area. General siting for entrances and connections is included on Map G-, and DelDOT’s
analysis of the area will be used to develop a Transportation Improvement District (TID). Use of the TID
will allow development without the requirement for individual traffic impact studies and alternatively
permit developers to pay toward their share of improvements.
Development plans for the area should incorporate the following:
1. Development should respect and protect sensitive and critical resource areas by identifying
them as open space before designing roads and lots.
2. Cluster design is appropriate in order to preserve open space.
3. Existing woodlands should be preserved.
4. Parking for nonresidential uses should be placed behind the principal structure to the extent
possible. Off-street parking areas and surface and parking structures should be located to the
side and rear of buildings. For uses that have parking adjacent to a road, it should be set back
with a substantial buffer between the structures and the road.
5. Landscaping should be integrated into the building design concept.
6. Architectural or urban design elements which link adjacent structures together, such as plazas,
walkways, colonnades, or similar features should be utilized.
7. The corridor elevation of a building should contain architectural elements traditionally
associated with the front of a building. Blank walls without functioning windows should be
avoided along the corridor. In addition to windows, the overall design concept of the corridor
elevation should contain primary entrance doors and a primary entrance feature such as a
porch, awning, entrance walk, or similar feature.
8. Architectural relief, such as vertical and horizontal offsets in exterior wall elevations, band
courses, lintels and sill courses, cornices and the like should be used to create shadow lines.
9. Elements such as service bays, loading docks and platforms, rooftop utilities, satellite dishes,
dumpsters, and storage areas should be screened from view.
10. Adjacent commercial properties should have a common entrance and be permitted to share
parking facilities.
11. Vehicular and pedestrian connections to other commercial areas and residential areas should be
provided. Pedestrian-friendly features, such as sidewalks, indirect lighting and landscaping are
essential.
12. Nonresidential areas over 25,000 square feet should use red or light brick, simulated brick, grey
sandstone, native stone, cultured stone or wood on at least 30 percent of the main façade.
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Earth tones should be used for facades instead of jarring colors. Monotonous building facades
should be broken up with interesting roof lines and architectural details.

Transportation_______________________________________________________________________
The Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDOT) was integral in developing the transportation
element for the area. A conceptual plan for entrances and multi-modal connections is included within
South Frederica Area Master Plan Map and DelDOT’s analysis of the area is recommended to establish
the Master Plan Area as a Transportation Improvement District (TID). Use of the TID would permit
development without the requirement for individual Traffic Impact Studies (TIS) and instead permit
developers to pay toward their share of improvements.
Using the specified land use categories, potential square footage amounts were used to forecast the
future traffic impact of development on the existing road network. The results of the analysis show that
improvements to the existing local roads, the construction of new connector roads, and increased
capacity improvements to State Route 1 (SR1) will be necessary to implement the plan.
Based on potential timelines for implementation of the recommended transportation improvements,
development thresholds were assigned to each land use category. These thresholds were separated into
two tiers, due to the significant investment that SR1 improvements would entail.
Tier 1
Assuming the following recommended transportation improvements are implemented by the year 2030,
the following thresholds would apply to the total amount of feasible development. SR1 would remain
two travel lanes in each direction.
Tier 1 Improvements
1. Traffic signal construction at the following intersections:
a. Frederica Rd and SR1 Southbound Exit Ramp
b. Frederica Rd and Overhead Bridge
c. Milford Neck Rd and Overhead Bridge
2. Construction of all planned interconnections and frontage roadways as shown conceptually
on the South Frederica Area Master Plan Map
Tier 1 Thresholds
Land Use Category

Threshold

Professional Campus

330,000 square feet

Support Services/Commercial

282,850 square feet

Commercial Recreation

1 acre

Sports Complex/Future Sports Complex

6 units (fields)
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Tier 2
Assuming the following recommended transportation improvements are implemented by the year 2045,
the following thresholds would apply to the total amount of feasible development. SR1 would be
improved to three travel lanes in each direction.
Tier 2 Improvements
1. Traffic signal construction* at the following intersections:
a. Frederica Rd and SR1 Southbound Exit Ramp
b. Frederica Rd and Overhead Bridge
c. Milford Neck Rd and Overhead Bridge
*By 2045, the newly-constructed signals will need to be retimed
2. Construction of all planned interconnections and frontage roadways as shown conceptually
on the South Frederica Area Master Plan
3. Widening of SR1 to three (3) travel lanes in each direction
Tier 2 Thresholds
Land Use Category

Threshold

Professional Campus

330,000 square feet

Support Services/Commercial

602,350 square feet

Commercial Recreation

1 acre

Sports Complex/Future Sports Complex

17 units (fields)

In both tiers above, the impact of development within the Little Heaven Master Plan is incorporated into
the projection of future traffic. For more details on the transportation analysis, please see Appendix A.

Recommendations___________________________________________________________________
1. Develop zoning ordinances in support of the South Frederica Master Plan Area incorporating
proposed land uses and site design criteria.
2. Enter into a Formal Agreement with the Delaware Department of Transportation that would:
a. Establish the South Frederica Master Plan Area as a Transportation Improvement
District (TID);
b. Define future Roadway System Improvements;
c. Avoid costly and time consuming Traffic Impact Studies and associated delays; and,
d. Establish a “Fair Share” distribution of costs through assessment of Transportation
System Impact Fees.
3. Continue coordinating with utilities in the area as new development is contemplated.
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4. Enable expedited (30 day) plan review and permitting processes within the planning area to
begin after the developer has verified that utility infrastructure and capacity is available at the
project site.
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Appendix A___________________________________________________________________________
To: Josh Thomas, AICP, DelDOT Regional Systems Planning
From: Sonia Marichic-Goudy P.E., Century Engineering
Date: December 3, 2020
RE: Little Heaven and South Frederica Master Plans - Transportation Analysis Results

South Frederica______________________________________________________________________
As part of the master planning process a traffic analysis was completed to determine the impact of
future growth in South Frederica on the transportation network. The land use vision as reflected in the
South Frederica Area Master Plan Map was used as the basis for the evaluation. The goal of the
transportation analysis was to determine what improvements to the transportation network would be
needed to support the vision of the Master Plan.
A transportation analysis model was developed to make these assessments. The model included the
existing transportation network and the vehicle volumes on the network. The proposed land uses were
evaluated to determine buildable square footage. The buildable square footage was assigned a trip
generation value to determine the number of trips generated for each specific land use. These trips
were then added to the transportation analysis model to determine the impact to the transportation
network.
The initial results showed that the proposed land uses generated considerable traffic requiring major
capital improvements to realize the ultimate vision of the Master Plan. Full build out of the Initial
Master Plan would have required four (4) lanes to be constructed on SR1 with other local roads needing
to be widened to 4 lanes. As a result, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the upper
threshold of growth that could be accommodated by more feasible roadway network capacity
improvements.
The sensitivity analysis looked at two tiers of roadway improvements.



What could be built with improvements to the local roads and intersections?
What could be built capping the needed capacity on SR1 to three (3) lanes?

The results of the sensitivity analysis determined that the limiting factor for growth was the capacity of
SR 1 after a third lane is constructed. Once the proposed development within the Master Plan area was
reduced to the threshold that could be accommodated by SR1 with 3 lanes in each direction it was
determined that there were only minor improvements needed to the existing local roads and
intersections.
The first analysis maintains the existing two lanes on SR 1 and requires the following roadway
improvements:
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Construction of planned interconnections and frontage roadways
Traffic signal construction at the following intersections
o Frederica Road & SR 1 SB Exit Ramp
o Frederica Road and Overhead Bridge
o Milford Neck Road and Overhead Bridge

The analysis includes 10-year projected (2030) background growth, meaning traffic volume growth that
is projected to increase independent of the proposed Master Plan. It should also be noted that the
traffic generated by the Little Heaven Master Plan is included in the scenario analysis model.
The following tables represent the buildout that was originally contemplated as part of the Master Plan
and the reduction in that buildout that can be accommodated with existing SR1 with two (2) lanes in
each direction and improvements identified above. The reductions to each site were applied based on
the sensitivity analysis, however any number of combinations of growth within each site could be

accommodated provided that the overall Master Plan buildout thresholds are not exceeded.

The second analysis includes the improvements identified in scenario 1 plus the following



Widening of SR1 to three (3) lanes in each direction
Retiming of existing traffic signals

This analysis includes 25-year projected (2045) background growth, meaning traffic volume growth that
is projected to increase independent of the proposed Master Plan. It should also be noted that the
traffic generated by the Little Heaven Master Plan is included in the scenario analysis model.
The following tables represent the buildout that was originally contemplated as part of the Master Plan
and the reduction in that buildout as a result of the limiting capacity of SR1 with 3 lanes in each
direction. The reduction percentages were applied to each site based on the sensitivity analysis,
however any number of combinations of growth within each site could be accommodated provided that
the overall Master Plan buildout thresholds are not exceeded.
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This traffic analysis only establishes the ultimate thresholds for growth within the Master Plan. It is not
intended to specifically limit growth within an individual site or define where growth is most appropriate
within the Master Plan area. The tables above are only representative of one example of how the
Master Plan could be built out and are not intended to be limitations on any one site.
It is also noted that any increase or decrease in the buildout for the Little Heaven Master Plan will
impact the thresholds established in the transportation analysis. As this Master Plan area is developed
coordination will be needed between DelDOT and the County to ensure that roadway capacity is
available for growth to happen in the Master Plan area.
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